
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Workiva Helps New York Life Insurance Company Modernize  
Financial Controls and Risk Processes 

 
Wdesk Technology Changing Behaviors and Creating Efficiencies 

 
Ames, IA - May 24, 2016 - Workiva (NYSE:WK), creator of the Wdesk cloud-based productivity 
platform for enterprises, today announced that New York Life Insurance Company continues to 
expand its use of Wdesk to modernize business data processes within its financial reporting and 
risk management teams and other finance functions. 
 
New York Life, the nation’s largest mutual life insurance company, has been leveraging Wdesk 
across the company to gain efficiencies, optimize workflow and save money. “We are evolving the 
function of our financial reporting team to be better business partners, and to do that, we must 
spend less time on compiling data and more time analyzing,” said Ed Millay, Vice President and 
Assistant Controller at New York Life.    
 
The insurer began using Wdesk for Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) reporting, and 
early success drove Wdesk adoption for other business data processes. New York Life also uses 
Wdesk to improve accuracy and control in financial reporting for its insurance companies and its 
registered separate accounts products.  
 
“Wdesk has helped us improve our financial reporting processes by giving us the ability to 
integrate and consolidate data from multiple sources, embed comments on disclosures with dozens 
of contributors, and ensure consistency across many different documents that require similar 
disclosures,” said Millay. “Wdesk is helping foster collaboration across the enterprise as the 
benefits can be leveraged in many different areas.” 
 
New York Life is now considering Wdesk for more processes and reports, as it has demonstrated 
its ability to help the company streamline its reporting processes so that they are more efficient 
and effective. 
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About Workiva   
Workiva (NYSE:WK) created Wdesk, a cloud-based productivity platform for enterprises to 
collect, link, report and analyze business data with control and accountability. Thousands of 
organizations, including over 65 percent of the Fortune 500®, use Wdesk. The platform’s 
proprietary word processing, spreadsheet and presentation applications are integrated and built 
upon a data management engine, offering synchronized data, controlled collaboration, granular 
permissions and a full audit trail. Wdesk helps mitigate enterprise risk, improve productivity and 
give users confidence to make decisions with real-time data. Workiva employs more than 1,200 
people with offices in 16 cities. The company is headquartered in Ames, Iowa. For more 
information, visit workiva.com.   
 
Claim not confirmed by FORTUNE or Time Inc. FORTUNE 500 is a registered trademark of Time Inc. and is used under license. FORTUNE and 
Time Inc. are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Workiva Inc.   
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